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August 2016 Update on housing need and land supply .  22/9/16  
 

1. The current housing land supply and assessment of housing need for the Forest of Dean is 
summarised below. The figures relate to the assessment of need as contained in the material 
submitted as part of the Allocations Plan (AP) examination and more particularly to inform the 
Council’s full response to the Inspector’s Interim Findings (IF) which were published in June 2016.  
The basis of the figures is the situation as of 31st March 2016, which is a year later than that used as 
a base for the submitted AP.   
 
OAN 

2. The IF support a number of aspects of the OAN calculation, but also require a number of areas of the 
OAN to be re visited by the Council.  Principally these are to do with the relation of the area (FoD) to 
the wider Housing market Area (HMA), the way in which the proposed new figures fit into the 2006-
26 plan period, the need to examine any updates that may arise from later Office of National 
Statistics (ONS) material and the review of some of the assumptions made once the basic 
demographic OAN is established.  The way in which the population flows are accounted for and the 
then basic demographic OAN of 310 was supported by the Inspector in his IF, subject to the review 
in the light of later information (IF 38) and the qualification that it related to the period 2011-31. 
 

3. The IF relate chiefly to the Inspector’s wish for evidence to support the findings that is consistent 
with the methods advocated in the NPPF and related guidance, and from the need to ensure that 
the AP figures are appropriate updates of the Core Strategy (CS) which was adopted in February 
2012 and runs from 2006-26..   
 

4. Work to update the OAN and its assumptions has been completed and this supports a modest 
revision of the OAN to reflect the CS and AP plan period.  Two papers contain this work, NMSS2016 
(Response to the Points Raised in the Inspector’s Interim Findings) and Nupremis 2016 which 
considers the points raised in respect of the economic considerations.   
 

5. There are some items in the IF which relate to the need to review some of the assumptions which 
follow the basic OAN calculation, and others which relate to the need to examine in more detail and 
provide justification for the approach taken in respect of the provision of additional housing (or not) 
to cover any likely job growth over and above that which the ONS figures suggest.  The previous 
material supporting the AP as submitted used an OAN of 310pa, and commented that there may be 
a need to cover a possible additional 600 homes during the 20 year period being considered.  This 
suggested 340pa, although the recommended OAN was 310.  The Council adopted a figure of 320pa 
but this gave rise to further concerns expressed in the IF. 
 

6. The IF conclude that given the situation as presented at the examination hearings, an OAN figure of 
340 is the likely minimum (IF64).  This conclusion would stand if the review of other evidence still 
supported the demographic figure of 310.  This and other areas have been re- examined.  
 

7. At the HMA (the county of Gloucestershire) level there has not been a significant change in the need 
for homes, and that there is now across the HMA no need to add homes for any anticipated forecast 
increase in jobs.  The period 2006-26 has been considered against the previous 2011-31 and the 
OAN suggested for the former is now 280 pa.  The case for additional homes for jobs within the FoD 
is now considered to be weaker than it was in the previous evidence. 
 

8. As the AP has evolved there have been stages at which key evidence has been prepared and the first 
of these was in 2014, with a recommended OAN of 365pa.  This, as the inspector identifies, is no 
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longer current and should not now be supported (IF28).  The 2015 figure was 310pa and for 2011-
2031 in 2016 this was re-assessed as 310pa (NMSS 2016, para 44).  The comparable figure for 2006-
2026 is 280pa (NMSS2016 para 44).  Alongside the recommendation of the OAN it is also 
recommended that the case for an increase of this figure to provide for any increase in jobs over 
that expected is relatively weak, but that an additional 400 dwellings could be allowed for.  
 

9. The above time period, 2006-26 is that recommended by the IF, matching the CS, and the resulting 
OAN has been reviewed.  It now looks across the entire HMA and is consistent with it and takes 
account of the latest material from ONS.  It should therefore be the basis for the AP’s housing 
provision. 
 

10. There is a discussion of the possible range of additional jobs in the 2016 NMSS paper which averages 
the two CE and OE forecasts with and without adjusting them.  The FoD and its advisors consider the 
adjustment process both realistic and appropriate having considered the actual situation within the 
district.  This is reinforced by the further work by Nupremis which notes that the latest BRES data 
suggests that the early years of the CE forecast is too high by a sizeable margin and that the very 
high OE forecast for Financial and Business Services may have been distorted by what appears to be 
a flaw in the source data.  
 

11. However, if it is nevertheless thought appropriate to use the unadjusted average between the two 
forecasts suggests, the Council notes that this would imply only an additional 400 jobs over the plan 
period, which would result in an annual figure of 300 homes a year 2006-26.  This is the updated 
equivalent of the contingency suggested but not recommended as an addition to the OAN in 2015 by 
NMSS (OAN of 310 homes a year 2011-31, with the plan being able to show it can meet a possible 
need for an additional 600).   300 homes a year 2006-26 would be 7% larger than the recommended 
OAN figure of 280. 
   

12. Affordable housing provision is outside the OAN calculation (IF59).  However given the mechanisms 
of such provision an increase in the OAN could increase the delivery of affordable housing and that 
reasoning is followed in the Inspector in concluding that the FoD should allow an increase of 10% 
over the demographic OAN.  This when applied to the 280 pa results in a figure of 308 (310)pa.  It 
would provide some, admittedly modest, additional scope for affordable housing and would also 
enable the additional jobs figure of 400 to be met, with a small additional margin.  
 

13. It is therefore proposed that the Plan provides for 310 dwellings per year, although the actual supply 
delivers a five year land supply that would meet the requirements should the provision remain 
unchanged from the previous figure of 320 (see table page 9). 
 

14. The AP will therefore plan for an annual 310pa based on an OAN of 280, and has within this figure 
the ability to provide if needed for additional homes for economic growth.  This figure will also 
enable a modest additional provision of affordable homes within that total of 10%.   
 

15. In summary the OAN has been revisited as requested in the IF, up to date figures have been applied 
to the calculations which are compatible across the entire HMA.  Although there is now less of a case 
to provide additional housing for jobs, this is included in the AP’s provision and so is the addition of 
additional housing to provide for a modest increase in the delivery of affordable housing.  
 

16. The OAN and the total planned provision are related to the supply of land for housing in the 
following section.  The OAN revision does not have implications for the AP’s overall ability to meet 
the requirements over the plan period.  The sites which the Inspector does not consider available 
within the five year period examined at the AP hearings are with one exception not recommended 
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by him to be removed from the land supply altogether, they are in effect supported as plan 
allocations.  It is the lack of a robust five year supply that needs to be addressed. 
 

17. The IF identify a shortfall on the five year supply which was some 312 units below the Council’s 
assessment (1915 vs 2227) at the time of the hearings.  This assessment will need to be revised in 
the light of any change to the OAN figure which may occur.  The revised OAN has some impact on 
the requirement mainly as a result of the need to provide for the “backlog”.  The sites which the 
Inspector discounted or deleted from the five year supply have been reviewed and updated.  New 
allocations are also proposed and the overall supply of sites which are available for housing is 
considered sufficient in the context of the revised assessment of need arising from the IF.  The 
existing supply has been updated taking into account the situation as at 31st March 2016 and 
additional allocations are proposed as part of the MMs to be tendered.   
 

18. The annual completions are recorded in the table below, revealing a current situation where there is 
a difference of 321 between the expected figure and the actual recorded number of (net) 
completions from 2006/7 to 2015/16.  Over the last three years with completions of 343, 372 and 
303 dwellings, there has been a surplus of 88 over the expected number based on a requirement of 
310pa.   Even with a figure of 340pa this figure changes to one in balance (339 pa completions 
averaged).  This is in the context of an emerging plan which makes additional provision for new 
housing and has seen a number of new sites being permitted bringing an uplift of supply. 
 

Net housing Completions Forest of Dean District  Expected no actual 

year 2006 on 2011 on 
Post AP 
Brief 

310pa Net 
completions 

2006/7 205 -  310 205 

2007/8 405 -  620 610 

2008/9 310 -  930 920 

2009/10 118 -  1240 1038 

2010/11 228 -  1550 1266 

2011/12 265 265  1860 1531 

2012/13 230 230  2170 1761 

2013/14 343 343 343 2480 2104 

2014/15 372 372 372 2790 2476 

2015/16 303 303 303 3100 2779 

total 2779 1513 1018 3100 2779 

column average 278 303 
 
339 310 278 

 
19. The NPPF requires the addition of a “buffer” to ensure that the supply of land is adequate and this 

varies according to whether there is a “persistent under delivery” or not.  It is set at either 5% or 
20%.  The definition of persistent under delivery is not contained in the NPPF but the evidence above 
is that there seems to be delivery more in keeping or in excess of requirements over the past three 
years, but not the period before that.  That period was associated with the recent (national/ 
worldwide) recession. 
 

20. From the annual need of 310pa, the plan requirement over ten years remaining can be easily 
calculated, namely 3100 (310*10).  The five year requirement is similarly able to be calculated 
although the process is more involved because the so called backlog needs to be factored in and 
then the buffer applied.  Looking back at the number of completed dwellings each year from 2006 in 
the FoD shows a clear delivery rate below the requirements as they were set at the time.  For this 
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reason and with the knowledge that the period being measured included a major economic 
recession, it is accepted that the buffer of 20% should apply in the FoD.  This may however change 
possibly in the short term and will be kept under close review. 
 

21. It is clear from the table above that the annual completions figures were at or below the required 
level except for the recession, and the year 2006/7.  The most recent figures following the economic 
downturn have been recorded at a time when new sites which had been proposed in the draft AP or 
in the papers accompanying the brief for the AP were available.  This has resulted in improved 
supply and delivery at or above the rate required. 
 
At present the situation is as follows:   
 

 Basic need over five years is 310 * 5= 1550 

 Backlog of unmet need since the start of the period under consideration, from 2006= 321 
(2779 completions against theoretical 3100) 

 Basic need plus backlog= 1550 + 321 = 1871 

 Buffer for supply (20% in addition to the 1871, above) = 374 

 Total five year requirement (1550+321)1.2 = 2245. 
 

 For a need of 280pa, the same method of calculation ((280*5)+21)1.2,  leads to a 
requirement of 1705, some 540 below the figure at 310pa, again with a buffer of 20%. 

 
22. Overall the rate of delivery sustained is a function of the availability of sites and clearly currently 

available sites are supporting appropriate delivery.  Further information on the sites themselves 
follows. 
 
 
Site availability 
 

23. An initial re-assessment of the supply available at 31st March 2016 taking account of the Inspector’s 
views in the IF, suggests a five year availability of 1808, which is some 437 short of the figure of 
2245.  It is some 103 in excess of the requirement of 1705 which the OAN (280pa) suggests. 
 

24. The shortfall over the total planned provision can be addressed in two ways; firstly it is appropriate 
to re assess the sites as they were in the submitted AP in order to update the situation with a five 
year period to March 31st 2021.  Secondly it is necessary to provide additional sites which can 
deliver whatever extra capacity is required.   
 

25. Using the supply as assessed on 31st March 2016, land is considered available for about 1808 
dwellings.  This figure takes account of the Inspector’s IF, deleting or amending sites in accord with 
them.  It also looks to the base date of March 31st 2016. 
 

26. The sites listed below are those which were wholly or partially discounted by the Inspector who 
considered them alongside the available evidence in January and February 2016 (as part of the AP 
Hearings).  The table updates the situation in respect of each of them to August 2016.   
 

Site Total 
capacity 

Original 
five year 
capacity 
(council) 

Five year 
capacity 
(Inspector) 

Updated 
five year 
capacity 
(council) 

Comments  capacity refers to FoDDC revised estimate of 
sites as allocated in the submitted AP 

East of 
Lydney, 2 

1417 310 155 260 Reserved matters application now submitted by Redrow for 
two parts of site (125 dwellings)- revised assumption is to 
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Major sites 
within  AP47 

assume all can be delivered in five years.  This element (the 
whole of “Lydney B” was estimated to yield 160 dwellings in 
2015.  The site access (spine road to serve development) 
and strategic areas of landscaping are currently being 
provided and will serve both the Redrow sites and 
additional areas up to the capacity of the access which is 
300 units before it is connected to the remainder of the 
spine road to the bypass.  It is considered that the five year 
deliverable figure of this element should be 125 (as the 
Redrow reserved matters submission) but that it should 
also reflect the capacity opened by the road of up to 300 in 
total.  An addition of 30 is therefore proposed for this part 
of the site, bringing the total to 155.  This reflects the 
expectation of delivery over perhaps 3 1/2 years. 
 
To this should be added 75 from the MMC element of the 
whole as advocated by the Inspector in the IF.  A further 30 
is also added by FoDDC to account MMC for the revised 
delivery to 2021 rather than 2020 as assessed at the time of 
the hearings.  This element is already served by an existing 
access from the south.  MMC total 105.  Both elements 
together add up to 260, on a site with a capacity for in 
excess of 1600 dwellings.  
 
Redrow reserved matters-   125 
Additional land served by Highfield access to Lydney B 30 
MMC Inspectors 2020 figure, 75 
Addition MMC land for period to 2021, 30 
Total 260. 

Holms farm 
Lydney, AP53 

27 27 0 15 Full application submitted but not yet determined, although 
agent for application acting for the landowner considers the 
site deliverable within five years (latest information 27th 
May 2016), in relation to deliverability by March 31 2021.  
There are ecology issues currently being addressed and also 
unresolved highway matters (relating to internal details) at 
present.  All is likely to delay any grant of permission.  The 
application is for a total of 29 units.  It is considered that 
the site may not be able to be completed within the five 
year period to 2021, and a reduced contribution is 
suggested in recognition of changes since the examination 
hearings in terms of progress of the application. 

Hill Street 
Lydney AP40 

25 15 15 15 Five year estimate to 2021 remains at 15  

Station Street 
Cinderford 
AP33 

41 41 41 41 Includes Railway tavern which now has a new permission 
for conversion to 10, and a contribution of the level 
supported by the IF for the site (31).  2021 estimate 
remains as for previous year. 

Valley Rd 
Cinderford 
AP36 

45 15 0 0 Although supported by the owner the site does not yet 
have a planning application and is not considered to 
contribute to the five year supply 

Lawnstone 
House 
Coleford AP55 

20 8 20 15 Site now demolished and available.  It is considered that the 
capacity of 15 is more likely to be achieved.  Interest in 
starter homes schemes is limited and it may be necessary 
to explore alternative (housing) solutions. 

King’s Head 
Coleford AP57 

12 12 0 0 No progress and temporary use for retail continues, site not 
counted in revised five year supply 
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Poolway Farm 
Coleford AP62 

80 80 50 80 Site subject to further pre application discussions and 
representations.  Developer considers able to deliver 80 
dwellings within five years, (40pa is well below current rate 
on nearby David Wilson (Owen Farm) site which recorded 
64 completions in 2015/16).  Additional land is also 
considered to be developable which would improve 
prospects for this previously allocated part of the whole 
and provide some additional supply. 

Cleeve Mill 
Lane Newent 
AP73 

40 40 40 17 Revised scheme for dwellings now has permission for 17 
units and is due to be implemented shortly 
(commencement 2017) 

Former 
Tinplate 
Works 
Lydbrook 
AP82 

26 26 26 26 Agreed within five year supply 

Old Coach 
Depot 
Mitcheldean 
AP85 

12 12 12 12 Agreed within five year supply, note additional land 
adjoining now also allocated. 

Victoria Hotel 
Newnham 
AP89 

20 20 0 20 Additional work is under way though no application has yet 
been submitted.  Discussions with owner’s agent are also 
taking place.  Whilst it is accepted that the site has a 
number of constraints it is considered that the site is 
available and 20 dwellings have a realistic prospect of being 
delivered by March 2021. 

Land north of 
Newnham 
AP90 

40 40 40 40 Agreed as available, additional land is now proposed as a 
MM to increase the capacity and deliverability of the site. 

Adj Bigstone 
meadow 
Tutshill AP91 

45 35 35 45 Agreed as available now has outline permission for 45, an 
increase from the allocation of “about 35” 

Woolaston 
AP99 and 
AP100 

48 48 48 48 Agreed as available, two allocations in close proximity 

Cinderford 
Football Club 
AP34 

0 0 0 0 Not in five year supply, discussions are continuing with 
developer and likely to be resolved in a manner that allows 
development- agreed not appropriate for five year supply, 
although it may make a contribution within this time frame.  
It is however considered that the site should be regarded as 
an allocation if further evidence is available by the time 
MMs are published 

Ross Rd 
Newent 
AP72 

0 0 0 0 Agreed not appropriate for five year supply but could be 
regarded as a site to make a contribution beyond 2021. 

St Whites 
Farm (site 
with pp) 

55 55 0 0 Subject to current pre application discussions but no 
application yet. 

total 1898 729 482 634 Potential increase of supply 152 

 
27. Sites which are not listed above were assumed by the Inspector to be able to contribute in accord 

with the Council’s assessments which accompanied the examination hearings.  These are broadly 
carried forward in the table appended, with suitable updates to take account of the sites as of 31st 
March 2016.  This updating includes the incorporation of sites referred to by the Inspector in 
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paragraph 102 of the IF.  These are sites at Beech Way Littledean which received permission on 
appeal and is now the subject of a reserved matters application for 17 dwellings, land at The Wend 
Longhope, now with permission (16 dwellings), and the revised site at Longhope (Church Rd which is 
the subject of a MM to increase the capacity from 13 to 28 dwellings.  These are all considered 
available within five years.  Other sites which have gained permission in the year to 31st March 2016 
have been assessed and included as appropriate.  In addition sites that are now available but were 
not on 31st March may be taken into account where they would be allocations under the 
forthcoming AP.   Any appeal decision for sites that would be regarded as allocations will also need 
to be taken into account and where appropriate will be allocated in the AP. 
 

28. For sites discounted or amended in the IF the FoDDC now consider that in the light of evidence now 
available the availability should be increased.  This potential increase in supply is available after 
other adjustments are taken into account due to the changing capacities of some of the sites as they 
progress.  Two of the most notable changes are the reduction from 40 to 17 of the land at Cleeve 
Mill Lane Newent and the increased capacity due to permission being granted at Bigstone, (Sedbury/ 
Tutshill AP91) where an allocation for 35 became a permission for 45.  Most notable however are 
the adjustments which are proposed in the light of progress of the sites themselves since the hearing 
evidence. 
 

29. The largest change proposed arises from the in respect of the major sites east of Lydney.  The two 
main elements are commented on individually by the Inspector.  The first, MMC is a site now subject 
to a detailed application for 347 and the owners now estimate that it is capable of providing 150 
dwellings over the period to March 2021.  In the IF the Inspector reduced this to 75, acknowledging 
that the site would be available at least to this extent.  The period considered at the hearing was 
that to March 2020 and with the addition of an extra year, it is now suggested that an additional 30 
is added to the Inspector’s revised estimate of 75, giving a total of 105 from this element of the east 
of Lydney land. 
 

30. The second part of the east of Lydney site discounted by the Inspector was that in the control of 
Robert Hitchins, more specifically “Lydney B”.  It was at the time of the hearings estimated by the 
Council as capable of delivering about 160 dwellings.  The Inspector advocated halving this, to 80.  
The lack of involvement by final developers and the likely timescale before delivery could commence 
were reasons for the discounting.  Given the opportunity to review the situation as it now is, there is 
now a detailed (reserved matters) application for 125 dwellings from Redrow homes, which is likely 
to be determined positively by mid October.  The main access, strategic landscaping and drainage is 
either complete or is being constructed.  The access being provided allows 300 dwellings to be 
served from Highfield Hill, clearly enabling further development beyond the present Redrow 
application.  It is considered that by 2021 a further 30 could be allowed for on this element of the 
east of Lydney land, in the light of progress on site and the need to consider the period to 2021. 
 

31. In the light of further evidence it is considered by the Council that the other adjustments should be 
applied to the table in order to best reflect the current five year deliverability of the sites concerned. 
 
 
Total Supply 
 

32. The following table summarises the available supply of all sites.  It incorporates the changes referred 
to above.  It is the result of an individual assessment of the large sites (net capacity 5 or more 
dwellings) and the accepted allowance for small sites.  In addition there is an allowance for sites 
which are at present not identified (no permissions nor allocated, large windfall).  Over the first five 

file://///in
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years (2016/17 to 2020/21) there is considered to be sufficient land for 2490 dwellings.  Over the 
following 5 years, land for 2233 has been identified, meaning a total supply of 4723.  
 
 

 

5 yr 6-10 yr 0-10 yr 

Total from identified large sites 
 

2072 1506 3578 

Allowance for small sites all areas but concentrated in settlements  
 

370 370 740 

sub total 
 

   

allowance for larger sites windfall all areas  
 

48 357 405 

total potential dwelling supply 
 

2490 2233 4723 

 
33. The above is considered available, with the named large sites drawn from those with planning 

permission, allocated in the plan or draft plan or otherwise identified.  The total includes sites which 
the Council support as MMs in the AP, the majority of which are already known having been the 
subject of representations as part of the examination process.  These are listed and further details 
are provided on page 15. 
 
 
Other AP sites which may provide additional dwellings 

34. Sites are allocated in the draft AP for various mixed uses including housing uses but not primarily in 
order to deliver housing.  These are mainly sites identified where areas of land are referred to as 
suitable for alternative uses.  The draft AP identified sites capable of accommodating up to 280 
dwellings (approximately) and whilst there is no guarantee that all will be delivered it is considered 
that a proportion will be.  The Council agree with the Inspector that land at Cinderford Football Club 
should now fall under this category and also that land at Ross Rd Newent should become an 
allocation (not expected to contribute to the five year supply).  As a result this list formerly 280 is 
now 330 (Cinderford FC site +80, Newent site -30). (See page 6 keynote  9).   
 
Summary 

35. The information above summarises the updates that have been made to the OAN calculation and 
considers the latest position regarding sites which make up the main element of the dwelling supply.  
The contribution from small sites and larger windfall is not re- examined as the IF did not require 
these elements to be re assessed. 
 

36. The demographic OAN as proposed for the period 2006- 26 is 280pa (NMSS2016,44). 
 

37. To this it is proposed to add an allowance to ensure that the possible increase in jobs over housing 
availability can be accommodated.  To do this an additional 400 dwellings would be required.  This 
would result in a figure of 300pa.  It should be noted that although prudent to plan for this 
eventuality, it is considered relatively unlikely to arise (NMSS 2016 summary, para 44) 
 

38. In order to provide some additional scope for affordable housing delivery, an uplift of 10% over the 
basic 280pa is recommended in the IF.  This would give a planned provision of 308pa and this figure 
would allow for the additional housing for the additional jobs should it be necessary.  In terms of 
Plan provision, the figure is rounded to 310pa. 
  

39. The supply of land that is now available can meet the needs identified including the allowance for a 
possible increase in the need for jobs and also the recommended 10% addition to provide for 
additional affordable homes. 
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40. The supply is sufficient to cater for a total delivery of 320pa, which exceeds the identified level of 
need.  This is summarised in the table below which considers levels of provision of between 280 (the 
demographic OAN) and 320pa with illustrative points at 300pa (demographic OAN plus an allowance 
for additional jobs) and the planned level of 310 which represents a 10% uplift over the demographic 
OAN as would enable additional affordable housing as advocated by the IF.  The table demonstrates 
that there is within the FoDDC’s assessment and proposed supply of sites sufficient land to enable 
the five year requirement (including a 20% buffer and a backlog from 2006/07 applied before the 
20% is applied).  The five year supply is shown as sufficient for 5.55 years on the table below which 
also illustrates alternative OAN figures. 
 

 

280 300 310 320 annualised OAN 

2490 2490 2490 2490 supply total in five years and additional sites 

1808 1808 1808 1808 supply total in five years no additional sites 

-21 -221 -321 -421 backlog @ 2006-date 

2779 2779 2779 2779 completions 2006/7- 2015/16 

2800 3000 3100 3200 requirement for 10yr from 2006/7 

1705 2065 2245 2425 total requirement 5yrs with 20% and backlog 2006/7 

7.30 6.03 5.55 5.13 years supply 2006 base additional sites 

5.30 4.38 4.03 3.73 years supply 2006 base no additional sites 

 

Supply summary table 

Supply trajectory 
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Housing land supply FoD, August 2016. All sources. 

      

 no 
address and planning reference if 
any comments 0-5yr 6-10yr 0-10 

1 Bream (Woodside)  0546/13 
site with detailed consent for 9 adjoins 
additional land (site 2) 9 0 9 

2 
Bream additional land at Ryelands 
Rd/ Highbury 

part of allocation adjoins land (site 1) 
with consent 5 0 5 

3 Bream New rd/ High St 1082/14 part of allocation has consent 14 0 14 

4 Bream New rd/ High Street 0636/15 part of allocation has consent 9 0 9 

5 Bream Parkend Rd 2RH on site June 2016 net increase 9 9 0 9 

6 Cinderford 52 Ruspidge Rd 2461/11 permitted scheme 8 0 8 

7 
Cinderford 97 St Whites Rd  
Cinderford Bridge 0125/08 not counted,  0 0 0 

8 
Cinderford Adj Bristol House 
1286/13 flats 6 0 6 

9 Cinderford Football Club  
not counted by inspector regard as 
aspirational only 0 0 0 

10 
Cinderford Northern Quarter HCA 
Newtown Road 

allocated site now in HCA ownership 
for housing delivery 50 0 50 

11 
Cinderford Northern Quarter, HCA 
0663/14 outline permission  40 155 195 

12 
Cinderford Railway Tavern Station 
Street  0256/12, 0509/16 new application submitted  10 0 10 

13 Cinderford Royal Foresters 
net addition all conversion and under 
construction 4 0 4 

14 
Cinderford St Johns Parish Hall 
0344/14 last three dwellings u/c , site total 10 3 0 3 

15 Cinderford St Whites Farm 0558/11 
not considered available in five year 
by inspector 0 48 48 

16 
Cinderford St Whites Rd Peacock 
Lane Ruspidge 0678/13 

revised permission for 18, 14 
remaining- builder on site 9 0 9 

17 
Cinderford Station St Cannop 

site cleared  20 10 30 
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Foundry 0539/08 

18 
Cinderford Station St former Listers 
(Rothdean) 1590/04 

redevelopment site, building 
substantially vacant 0 100 100 

19 
Cinderford Station St Turley Ct and 
Wilce land 0885/10 

allocated site previous permission 
lapsed,  10 10 20 

20 Cinderford Valley Road a 
not considered available in five year 
by inspector 0 45 45 

21 Coleford 27-41 Coalway Rd 1160/11 remaining number u/c builder on site 0 0 0 

22 
Coleford Dukes travel Berry Hill 
0883/15 detailed permission 2015 7 0 7 

23 Coleford High Nash House conversion under way 7 0 7 

24 Coleford Kings Head 
not considered available in five year 
by inspector 0 12 12 

25 Coleford Kings Meade 1727/07 under construction 14 0 14 

26 Coleford Lawnstone Hse 
demolished, on market likely to be 
flats 15 0 15 

27 
Coleford Newland St former WCs 
0285/16 

slab complete, site now sold on, 
revised application approved for 8 8 0 8 

28 Coleford Owen Farm 1167/13 site under construction 84 0 84 

29 Coleford Poolway Farm discounted by inspector to 50 in 5yr 50 30 80 

30 
Drybrook Dairy Farm ol 18 2009 
2640  1753/12 available site permission June 2013 17 0 17 

31 Drybrook High Street new allocation in allocations plan 40 10 50 

32 Littledean Beech Way 
outline pp, July 2015 reserved matters 
application submitted 17 0 17 

33 Longhope Rectory Meadow 1975/11 
revised scheme supported by owner, 
allocated 28 0 28 

34 Longhope The Wend 2RH 1888/14 
Two Rivers Housing scheme permitted 
2015 16 0 16 

35 
Lydbrook Former Rothdean site  
1303/13 permission July 2014 26 0 26 

36 
Lydney Cross Hands Highfield Hill 
1105/14 permission outline Oct 2014 21 0 21 

37 Lydney East Liddington land no permission access from MMC land 0 40 40 
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38 
Lydney East MMC (not Emp land 
site) 0201/15 

proposed delivery halved by inspector, 
monitor RM application 75 247 322 

39 
Lydney East Phase A (RHL site) 
0412/13 

Lydney A part of larger development 
closely related to Lydney B 0 250 250 

40 
Lydney East Phase B (RHL site) 
0361/15 

proposed delivery halved by inspector 
Res matters appn received 80 250 330 

41 Lydney Highfield Rd 1089/11 
complete (Persimmon site Highfield 
rd) 0 0 0 

42 
Lydney Highfield Rd rear of T & T 
1829/13 

O/line now revised affordable number 
new scheme pending 110 0 110 

43 Lydney Hill Street 
new allocation supported by owner 
inspector omit 10 of 25. 15 10 25 

45 
Lydney Holms Farm 1325/06, 
1889/15 

not considered available in five year 
by inspector 0 27 27 

46 Lydney Orchard Rd 1691/14 
net increase of 4, redevelopment by 
Two Rivers 4 0 4 

47 Mitcheldean Former coach depot  

vacant site contains disused buildings, 
now to be supplemented by additional 
adjoining land in same ownership 12 0 12 

48 
Mitcheldean former George Hotel 
1849/14 new permission July 2015 31 0 31 

49 Mitcheldean Glos Rd 0086/09 
remaining part of larger site near 
completion 10 0 10 

50 
Mitcheldean new site Bradley Court 
Rd new allocation supported by owner 0 40 40 

51 Newent  Broad St 0800/09 no current application 8 0 8 

52 Newent Cleeve Mill E Care 1034/11 
new application submitted, resolved 
to permit (over 50's) 17 0 17 

53 Newent Culver St flats under construction 6 0 6 

54 Newent Foley Road 0974/15 Persimmon site u/c 120 0 120 

70 Newent Ross Rd 
included as 6-10 yr allocation by 
Inspector 0 30 30 

55 
Newent Southend Lane 1877/13, 
0047/16 new application reserved matters 24 0 24 

56 
Newent Watery Lane 1513/13, 
1915/15 

reserved matters application 
permitted 30 0 30 
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57 Newnham former Victoria Hotel 
not considered available in five year 
by inspector 0 20 20 

58 Newnham north of Newnham 
new allocation supported by 
developer/builder 40 0 40 

59 
Sedbury Tutshill A48 adj Bigstone 
1911/15 

new allocation application (45) 
submitted 45 0 45 

60 Sedbury Tutshill appeal permission 
site permitted on appeal 2015, but 
subject to challenge 0 0 0 

61 
Sedbury/ Tutshill Adj Wyedean 
School 1792/13, 1557/15 

reserved matters application 
submitted 110 0 110 

62 
Sedbury/ Tutshill Highcliff Beachley 
Rd Tutshill 1049/15 new permission November 2015 7 0 7 

63 Sling Adj Miners Arms 0706/05 allocated site no current application 20 0 20 

64 Staunton Corse Gloucester Rd 
new allocation owner considers 
available beyond five years 0 20 20 

65 
Staunton/ Corse, Corse Grange 
0114/13 all under construction 7 0 7 

66 
Whitecroft Scovill Lydney Rd 
Whitecroft 

new mixed allocation supported by 
owner 15 15 30 

67 Netherend Ash Way  New to submitted AP 12 0 12 

68 
Netherend/ Woolaston inc 
Netherend Dairy 0111/07 

supported at hearing application due 
soon 29 0 29 

69 
Netherend/Woolaston  Farm 
additional land 

part of allocation 68 supported by 
owner application pending 7 0 7 

       

  
Sites discounted by IF but revised 
following reconsideration      

  Lydney Hitchins B as RHL estimate 30 

Redrow application plus a notional 40 
from an additional part of the land 
now released by the spine road and 
strategic landscaping. 80 0 80 

  Poolway Farm restore to 80 
continuing discussions and pre 
application exchange  30 -30 0 

  Victoria Hotel restore to 20  20 -20 0 

  Holms Farm Lydney restore in part  15 -15 0 

  MMC Lydney 
add 30 to reduced total of 75, 

30 -8 22 
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reserved matters application current 

  St Whites Farm remainder discussions with owner 0 20 20 

      

  
New allocations and extensions 
proposed      

  Ellwood Rd Milkwall discussions ongoing with developer 48 0 48 

  Poolway additional land contiguous with active site 50 30 80 

  
Allaston, Lydney additional 
allocation as current application  current application from developer 100 30 130 

  Newnham addition of part n site 
addition to allocated site in control of 
developer 40 15 55 

  Drybrook addition of 60 part of additional allocation 20 40 60 

 
Mitcheldean Additional land adj 
Coach Depot (47 above) Addition to previously allocated site 12 0 12 

  Newent addition 60% S end Lane part of additional allocation 70 100 170 

  Alvington Clanna Rd immediate past refusal, available 15 0 15 

 Newent Cleeve Mill  New mixed site 30 40 70 

  St Whites additional land  
small site ready access discussions 
with developer 18 0 18 

  Kings Meade, Coleford past representations from owner 48 0 48 

  Yorkley, opposite school 
live application to be considered by 
planning committee Sept 2016 0 0 0 

  Worcester Walk Coleford part SHLAA 30 0 30 

  Chartist Way addition within current application 15 0 15 

  Redmarley appeal Appeal allowed 11 0 11 

  

 

total from above list 2072 1571 3643 

  

 

accepted average small site 
contribution 370 370 740 

  

 

Sub total  2442 1941 4383 

  

 

large site windfall allowance 48 357 405 

      

  

 

total from above list 2490 2298 4788 
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  0 0 1808 2096 3904 

  0 0 682 202 884 

 

 

 

Additional sites proposed to be allocated including extensions of sites in submitted AP. 

 

SITE 

COMMENTS TOTAL 
and ( 5 
YR) no. 

Ellwood Rd 
Milkwall 

A new site proposed in the Coleford area and with potential for 
about 48 dwellings all of which could be completed by the end of 
the five year period (by 31st Mar 2021).   

48 (48) 

Poolway 
additional land 
adj original 

An addition to the land allocated and supported in the IF (albeit at a 
reduced five year contribution).  This addition and the original site 
are both considered able to contribute within the five year period 
and the additional land which has to be developed in conjunction 
with the original allocation.  

60 

(50) 

Allaston small 
site as current 
application 

This site is the subject of a current application and lies within a 
larger site considered on appeal.  At the appeal the Inspector 
recommended approval but the Secretary of State did not agree, 
and the appeal will now be re determined.  The smaller site 
supported in the draft MM does not carry the same landscape or 
access constraints as the larger scheme, although it should be 
noted that the Inspector did not consider them to be sufficient to 
justify dismissal of the appeal when evaluating the larger site. 

120 

(100) 

Newnham 
addition of part 
north of original 

This proposed addition to an allocated site in the draft is an 
incremental extension of a site held in the IF to be available.  The 
additional land offers increased flexibility for access and scope for 
the necessary landscaping.  Part of the additional land is considered 
able to deliver dwellings within the five year period. 

55 

(40) 

Drybrook 
addition of 60 
adjoins original 

This is an extension of a site allocated in the draft AP and heled to 
be available.  Part of the additional land is considered to be able to 
be developed within the five year period. 

60 

(20) 

Newent 
additional site 
Southend Lane 

An additional site which adjoins one presently being developed.  
Part of the land suggested for allocation is considered able to be 
developed within the five year period. 

120 

(70) 

Newent Cleeve 
Mill Lane new 
site 

A proposed new mixed development site with potentials for new 
housing over the five year period. 

45 

(30) 
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Alvington Clanna 
Rd new site 
current appeal 

A site currently subject to an appeal and proposed to be allocated 
for development similar to that proposed 

15 

(15) 

Mitcheldean 
additional land 
coach depot 

A small extension of a site already allocated which provides scope 
for an alternative access and could allow a more flexible form of 
development as well as providing for an additional 12 dwellings. 

12 

(12) 

St Whites 
additional land 
additional, new 
site 

A new site served by the access road to development now 
completed.  This site is not part of the larger scheme which has not 
been completed. 

18 

(18) 

Kings Meade new 
site 

A new site contiguous with development currently being completed 
in Coleford, supported by the landowner / developer who considers 
it able to provide about 48 dwellings over the five year period.  
Likely to provide smaller dwellings suitable for older persons. 

48 

(48) 

Worcester Walk 
Coleford new site 

A new allocation able to be developed during the five year period, 
adjoins the settlement boundary 

70 

(30) 

Chartist Way 
addition 

Land within a current appeal site but which addresses the concerns 
expressed 

15 

(15) 

Redmarley 
appeal 
development 
allowed 

An appeal allowed and which adds 11 dwellings to the supply.  Held 
by the agent to be able to deliver within the five year period. 

11 

(11) 

 

 

 


